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Brief Communication

Timing in trace conditioning of the nictitating
membrane response of the rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus):
Scalar, nonscalar, and adaptive features
E. James Kehoe,1,3 Elliot A. Ludvig,2 and Richard S. Sutton2
1

School of Psychology, University of New South Wales, Sydney, New South Wales 2052, Australia; 2Department of Computing
Sciences, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2E8, Canada
Using interstimulus intervals (ISIs) of 125, 250, and 500 msec in trace conditioning of the rabbit nictitating membrane
response, the offset times and durations of conditioned responses (CRs) were collected along with onset and peak latencies.
All measures were proportional to the ISI, but only onset and peak latencies conformed to the criterion for scalar timing.
Regarding the CR’s possible protective overlap of the unconditioned stimulus (US), CR duration increased with ISI, while the
peak’s alignment with the US declined. Implications for models of timing and CR adaptiveness are discussed.

This experiment builds on recent analyses of the timing of conditioned responses (CRs) in the rabbit nictitating membrane (NM)
preparation (Kehoe et al. 2008, 2009a,b). The theoretical aim of
these studies was to inform models of NM conditioning, which
assume that CR timing is mediated by a spectrum of microstimuli
initiated by the conditioned stimulus (CS) (Desmond and Moore
1988; Grossberg and Schmajuk 1989; Gluck et al. 1990; Sutton
and Barto 1990; Buonomano and Mauk 1994; Machado 1997;
Kirkpatrick and Church 1998; Buhusi and Schmajuk 1999; Vogel
et al. 2003; Ludvig et al. 2008, 2009). Their neural counterpart
resides in activation across the cerebellar cortex (Buonomano and
Mauk 1991; Moore and Choi 1997; Mauk et al. 2000), including
the planar arrangement of Purkinje cells and their dendritic morphology (Ito 1984; Steuber and Willshaw 2004). In fact, interstimulus interval (ISI)– dependent activity has appeared in Purkinje cells
(Jirenhed et al. 2007). This cerebellar activity ultimately drives the
motor processes underpinning eyelid movement (Bartha and
Thompson 1992; Lepora et al. 2007, 2009; Mavritsaki et al. 2007).
The first empirical aim of the present experiment was to
determine whether CR timing is scalar in trace conditioning.
In delay conditioning, CR timing is approximately scalar.
Specifically, both the mean and variance of timing measures are
proportional to the ISI between the onsets of the CS and unconditioned stimulus (US) (White et al. 2000; Kehoe et al. 2009a,b).
However, the smallest ISI for these studies has been 200 msec.
For shorter ISIs, the time course of CRs averaged across trials and
subjects has appeared proportional to the ISI (Smith 1968;
Dudeney et al. 2007), but it has not been determined precisely
whether individual CRs in this range are scalar. Moreover, in other
species, scalar timing has broken down at short intervals (Church
et al. 1976; Fetterman and Killeen 1992).
The second empirical aim of the present experiment was to
characterize the adaptive value of the CR. Whether or not CR timing follows a scalar rule, the value of an eyeblink CR to a species
relies on an interplay between maintaining current vision (eyelid
open) and protecting the eye for future vision (eyelid closed). If
maintaining vision is the major priority, then the system might
generate CRs with short durations. On the other hand, if

protection of the eye takes priority, then the CR might show a
short latency, sharp closure, and long duration. In fact, inspection
of averaged CRs suggests a compromise in which the CR is graded
so that eyelid closure starts after the midpoint of the ISI and
reaches its peak around the time of US delivery (e.g., Smith
1968; Kehoe and Joscelyne 2005; Joscelyne and Kehoe 2007).
However, averaging across CRs and animals may blur the time
courses of individual CRs. For the present experiment, the adaptive value of CRs was indexed by analyzing their overlap of the
US on an individual basis.
Three groups of rabbits (n ¼ 8) were trained with ISIs of 125,
250, and 500 msec, by pairing a 50-msec tone CS (1000-Hz, 83-dB
SPL, C scale superimposed on white noise, 76-dB SPL, C scale) with
a 50-msec electrotactile US (3-mA, 50-Hz AC current to the periorbital region of the eye). The intertrial interval was uniformly
randomized over 50–70 sec. There were 16 d, each containing
42 CS– US trials intermixed with 18 CS-alone trials, on which
the time course of NM movement was recorded without intrusion
by the unconditioned response (UR). During training, groups 125
and 500 each lost a rabbit due to eye infections.
The apparatus and procedures (Kehoe and Joscelyne 2005)
were based on those of Gormezano (1966). The NM’s position
was sampled every 5 msec. The onset latency, peak latency, and
offset time were computed for each CR on the test trials (cf.
Church et al. 1994; Ludvig et al. 2007). Movements that exceeded
a 0.50-mm criterion were counted as CRs. The onset latency was
the first point that NM movement exceeded 0.0625 mm, and
the peak latency was the point of maximum closure after CS onset
(Marshall-Goodell et al. 1982). The offset time, marking the
reopening of the NM after the CR peak, was the last point within
an 1100-msec interval that was 0.50 mm higher than the posttrial resting position, which was estimated using the average of
the NM positions during the final 400 msec of the 2000-msec
observation interval following CS onset.
Statistical contrasts used a error ¼ 0.05 (O’Brien and Kaiser
1985). Effect size was measured by partial h2 (h2p ), which equals
the explained variance: SSeffect/(SSeffect + SSerror) (Cohen 1973).
Cohen (1988) classifies h2p ≥ 0.138 to be a large effect.
Figure 1 depicts the magnitude and likelihood of NM movements across CS-alone trials. The top panels (A–C) plot the magnitude of the largest NM movement on each trial for all animals in
each group, plotted on a log10 scale.
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Figure 1. Panels A – C plot the log10 magnitudes for each nictitating membrane (NM) movement for all animals in groups 125, 250, and 500, respectively. Because there is no logarithm for zero, movements of zero magnitude are not plotted. Panels D– F plot the best-fitting Weibull function for each
animal in each group. Panels G –I show the mean percentage of trials containing a conditioned response (CR) defined as NM movement that exceeded
one of two criteria, specifically, 0.50 mm and 0.10 mm. Panels J – L plot the time course of CRs during a single CS-alone trial on day 16 for individual
rabbits (thin lines) and their average (thick line). The vertical axes are adjusted to better expose the time course of the CRs.

500-msec ISIs, smaller quadratic trend F(1,19) ¼ 6.95, P , 0.05,
h2p = 0.268.
While the rate of acquisition was a quadratic function of ISI,
CR timing was proportional to ISI. Panels G, H, and I plot the time
course of CRs during a single CS-alone trial on day 16. The thin
lines show the CRs of individual rabbits, while the thicker lines
depict their average. As can be seen, as ISI was increased, the
CRs became later, wider, and more variable.
Previous quantitative analyses of CR timing have primarily focused on the initiation of the CR (onset latency) and the

To quantify the acquisition, panels D, E, and F show plots of
Weibull curves fitted to each animal’s magnitudes (Gallistel et al.
2004; Kehoe et al. 2008). Furthermore, panels G, H, and I show the
mean percentage of trials containing a CR defined as movements
that exceeded either (1) a conventional criterion of 0.50 mm or (2)
a criterion of 0.10 mm, the smallest movement that is largely
uncontaminated by tiny spontaneous flutters (,10%) (Kehoe
et al. 2009a,b). Consistent with previous findings (Smith 1968;
Smith et al. 1969; Kehoe and Macrae 2002), the 250-msec ISI produced the most rapid CR acquisition relative to the 125-msec and
www.learnmem.org
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Figure 2. Panel A shows the means for onset latency, peak latency, offset time, and duration as a function of ISI. Panel B shows the SDs of these dependent variables. Panel C shows the mean coefficient of variation (CV), which is the standard deviation (SD)/mean (M).

time of maximum closure (peak latency) (Schneiderman and
Gormezano 1964; Schneiderman 1966; Smith 1968; Dudeney
et al. 2007; Kehoe et al. 2009a,b). To more fully characterize the
time course of each CR (0.50-mm criterion), its offset time, and
its duration (offset time 2 onset latency) were also computed
(cf. Lepora et al. 2007).
In Figure 2, panel A shows the means for all four timing measures as a function of ISI for days 13– 16. These means all rose linearly across ISIs, smallest F(1,19) ¼ 30.62, P , 0.01, h2p = 0.617.
With respect to variability in timing (panel B), the SDs for the
onset and peak latencies showed a significant upward trend,
smaller F(1,19) ¼ 42.04, P , 0.01, h2p = 0.689. However, the SDs
for the CR offset time and CR duration appeared constant across
ISIs; any apparent differences were not statistically significant
(Ps . 0.05).
When means and SDs grow in the same proportion across
ISIs, they yield a constant coefficient of variation (CV ¼ SD/M),
which indicates that timing is scalar (Gibbon 1977). A previous
examination of delay NM conditioning revealed that, for ISIs of
250, 500, and 1000 msec, the CVs for onset latency, but especially
peak latency, were constant (Kehoe et al. 2009b). In the present
experiment (panel C), the CVs for the onset and peak latencies
appeared constant across ISIs (Ps . 0.05). However, the CVs for
offset time and duration deviated strongly from the scalar criterion, showing significant downward trends, smaller F(1,19) ¼
5.73, P , 0.05, h2p = 0.232.
To index the CR’s adaptive value, Figure 3 shows the mean
percentage of CS-alone test trials on which the CR overlapped
the period occupied by the 50-msec US on CS–US trials. In brief,
the degree of CR– US overlap depended on the specific index:

4. The most stringent index—peak during US—required that the
CR peak occur during the US period. This criterion yielded the
least overall overlap (47%), plus a pronounced decline across
ISIs, F(1,19) ¼ 49.99, P , 0.01, h2p = 0.725.
As noted previously, the CR’s time course appears to balance
maintaining current vision versus protecting the eye. This compromise involves two features that adapt the CR’s time course to
the warning period provided by the ISI. First, the peak of the
NM closure tracked the time of US delivery. Second, as the accuracy of the peak placement declined across ISIs, the CR duration
increased, maintaining some overlap with the US.
These findings provide an opportunity to refine models of CR
acquisition and timing. These models have generally concerned
primarily the method by which the passage of time since CS onset
is represented in a spectrum of microstimuli, whose neural counterparts reside in cerebellar pathways (e.g., Buonomano and Mauk
1991; Moore and Choi 1997; Mauk et al. 2000; Lepora et al. 2010).
Some models include CR generation rules that take account of the
neural and mechanical lags between cerebellar output and movement of the NM (e.g., Bartha and Thompson 1992; Lepora et al.
2009). By combining these lags plus delays in the cerebellar– olivary feedback loop (see below), it is possible to model more accurately the entire time course of the CR, including systematic
delays in the CR peak relative to the US (Lepora et al. 2010).

1. The least stringent index—any overlap—required only that
any portion of a CR between its onset and offset overlapped
the US. For example, if a CR’s onset occurred even 5 msec
before the end of the US, an overlap was counted. For this
index, all three groups showed at least 95% overlap, but nevertheless with a significant decline across ISIs, F(1,19) ¼ 17.48, P ,
0.01, h2p = 0.462.
2. A more stringent index—total overlap—required that the CR’s
duration encompass the entire 50-msec US interval. This criterion also yielded a high overall likelihood of overlap (88%), but
with a distinctive pattern. Specifically, group 125 showed significantly fewer overlaps than the other two groups, smaller
F(1,19) ¼ 9.68, P , 0.01, h2p = 0.337.
3. Another more stringent index—peak near US—required that
the CR peak occur within an time window starting 50 msec
before the time of US onset and ending 50 msec after US offset.
This criterion yielded a high overall likelihood of overlap (87%)
that declined over ISIs, F(1,19) ¼ 46.52, P , 0.01, h2p = 0.710.
www.learnmem.org

Figure 3. The mean percentage of CRs on CS-alone test trials that overlapped the time of US delivery, according to four indices of increasing
stringency: (1) any overlap by any portion of the CR; (2) total overlap,
for which the duration of the CR encompassed the entire 50-msec US duration; (3) peak near US, for which the CR peak occurred within a period 50
msec before or after the US; and (4) peak during US, for which the CR
peak coincided exactly with the 50-msec US duration.
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Sitting between CS input and CR output is the learning
mechanism. At a conceptual level, the learning mechanism is usually described in terms of an error-correction rule, in which the
increment in associative strength is proportional to the discrepancy between (1) the current associative weight activated by a
CS, serving as a prediction of the US, and (2) the actual US
(Rescorla and Wagner 1972; Sutton and Barto 1981). Thus, as
this prediction better approximates US occurrence, the increments in associative strength progressively diminish. In the
neural pathways for NM conditioning, the error-correction computation relies on an inhibitory feedback loop. Specifically, US
input to the cerebellum rises through the inferior olive and climbing fibers. Consistent with an error-correction rule, the US input is
progressively inhibited by the output of the cerebellar cortex via
deep nuclei to the inferior olive (Yeo et al. 1986; Sears and
Steinmetz 1991; Hesslow and Ivarsson 1996; Bengtsson and
Hesslow 2006). In the present results, the negatively accelerated
learning curves shown in Figure 1 are consistent with this errorcorrection process.
The spectral encoding of the CS in combination with an
error-correction rule allows the CR’s time course to be shaped by
the intensities of the microstimuli. The microstimuli that are
most intense at the time of the US gain the greatest associative
strength. Conversely, less intense microstimuli gain less associative strength. Subsequently, the magnitude of the NM movement
at each moment following CS depends on a summation of the
associative strengths in proportion to intensities of the current
microstimuli. In this way, the CR comes to be initiated before
the US and reaches its peak near US onset, although with some
lags (Lepora et al. 2010).
This approach to explaining the time course of the CR—spectral encoding plus error correction—differs dramatically from
older accounts of response shaping (Boneau 1958; Prokasy 1965;
Perkins 1968; Kimmel and Burns 1975). These older accounts presume that the acquisition and timing of the CR depends directly
on the instrumental ability of an eyelid closure to attenuate the
US. For a US that has a physical impact on the eye, such as an airpuff, this type of account has face validity. However, where the US
has an impact around the eye, like the electrotactile US used in
this experiment, the face validity of an instrumental hypothesis
becomes increasingly speculative, and in any event, face validity
is hardly sound support for any hypothesis. Empirically, when
explicit avoidance contingencies for NM closure have been implemented, the results were opposite to an instrumental hypothesis.
Specifically, response-contingent reductions in US intensity,
including complete elimination, reduced the rate and asymptote
of CR acquisition (Coleman 1975). Conversely, response-contingent increases in US intensity—“punishment”—tended to
increase the rate of CR acquisition (Gormezano and Coleman
1973). Conditioning was thus related to the mean frequency
and intensity of the US presentations, rather than the
contingencies.
Learning based on errors in predicting the US, as implemented in the cerebellar– olivary feedback loop, has at least three
advantages over learning based on the success of eyelid closure in
attenuating the US. First, prediction-based learning can capitalize
on any impact near the eye, whether or not it could be attenuated
by eyelid closure. By using near-misses as well as hits on the eye,
prediction-based learning can take advantage of a larger number
of events, for example, strikes from brush and grit, which would
be distributed around the eye. Second, prediction-based learning
can occur prior to any attenuation of the US. In contrast, learning
based on instrumental attenuation can only start after the random emission of an eyelid closure that happens to overlap and
attenuate the US, in the manner of operant conditioning. Third,
prediction-based learning can occur even when there are failures
www.learnmem.org

in CR–US overlap. In the present study, all three groups, including
group 125, achieved high CR likelihoods even though CR–US
overlap was rarely maximal, even asymptotically.
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